### Writing and Communication—Level Two

- NEW – AAAS 2367.07S (cross-listed with English 2367.07S)
- NEW – English 2367.07S (cross-listed with AAAS 2367.07S)
- NEW – English 2367.08

### Foreign Language

- NEW – German 1102.61 (distance learning version of 1102.51)
- NEW – Italian 1101.61 (individualized distance learning version of 1101.01)
- NEW – Italian 1102.61 (individualized distance learning version of 1102.01)
- NEW – Italian 1103.61 (individualized distance learning version of 1103.01)
- NEW – Russian 1101.61 (distance learning version of 1101.51)
- NEW – Russian 1102.61 (distance learning version of 1102.51)
- CHANGE – Somali 1101.01 (renumbering of Somali 1101)
- NEW – Somali 1101.02 (distance learning version of 1101.01)
- CHANGE – Somali 1102.01 (renumbering of Somali 1102)
- NEW – Somali 1102.02 (distance learning version of 1102.01)
- CHANGE – Spanish 1102 (renumbering of Spanish 1102.01)

### Literature

- ADD – AAAS 2253
- REMOVE FROM LIMBO –NELC 3704

### Cultures and Ideas

- NEW – Comparative Studies 2420
- NEW – Comparative Studies 3052 (cross-listed with Italian 3052)
- REMOVE FROM LIMBO – French 1802
- NEW – Italian 3052 (cross-listed with Comparative Studies 3052)
- ADD – Italian 3798.01
- NEW – Religious Studies 3666
- NEW – Turkish 3350

### Historical Study

- WITHDRAW – Engineering 2361
- WITHDRAW – Engineering 2362
- REMOVE FROM LIMBO – History 3081
- REMOVE FROM LIMBO – History 3086
- REMOVE FROM LIMBO – History 3354
- NEW – History 3575

### Data Analysis

- NEW – Statistics 1550

### Natural Science

### Physical Science

- NEW – Astronomy 1221 (BA/BS students; no lab)
- REMOVE FROM LIMBO – Earth Science 1110 (BA students only)

### Organizations and Polities

- CHANGE – ENR 3200 (renumbering of ENR 4000)
- NEW – Sociology 4463

### Diversity

### Social Diversity in the US

- NEW – AAAS 2367.07S (cross-listed with English 2367.07S)
- NEW – AEDE 2400
- NEW – Comparative Studies 2420
- NEW – English 2367.07S (cross-listed with AAAS 2367.07S)
- REMOVE FROM LIMBO – History 3081
- REMOVE FROM LIMBO – History 3086
- NEW – Sociology 4463

### Global Studies

- ADD – AAAS 2253
- NEW – Comparative Studies 3052 (cross-listed with Italian 3052)
- NEW – Italian 3052 (cross-listed with Comparative Studies 3052)
- ADD – Italian 3798.01
- REMOVE FROM LIMBO – NELC 3704
- NEW – Religious Studies 3666
- NEW – Turkish 3350

### Cross-Disciplinary Seminar

- REMOVE FROM LIMBO – Anthropology 4597.04

### Service-Learning

- NEW – CLLC 2301.01S
- NEW – CLLC 2301.02S
- NEW – CLLC 2302S
- NEW – Social Work 2200S
### Program Modifications

#### New Majors
- Medical Anthropology BA (fully approved by the Ohio Department of Higher Education)
- Medical Anthropology BS (fully approved by the Ohio Department of Higher Education)
- Philosophy, Politics, and Economics BA (fully approved by the Ohio Department of Higher Education)
- Sociology BS (pending final approval by the Ohio Department of Higher Education)

#### New Combined Degree
- Biology BA/DDS

### Combined Degree Conversion (from quarters to semesters):
- Biology BS/DDS

### Terminated Major:
- Microbiology BA (termination effective immediately in AU18)

### Minor Revisions:
- Aging Minor (Medicine)
- Dairy Science Minor (FAES)
- Health and Wellness Innovation in Healthcare Minor (Nursing)
- Statistics Minor

### Graduate Program Revisions:
- Art MFA
- Philosophy PhD
- Psychology MA to MS

---

### Summer 2019:
- Linguistics 2797.02: new – GE Education Abroad
- German 1103.61: new – GE Foreign Language (distance learning version of German 1103.51)
- Spanish 1101: course number change (from 1101.01); no GE change (GE Foreign Language)
- Following courses will be withdrawn:
  - German 1266 (GE Foreign Language)
  - Hungarian 1103 (GE Foreign Language)
  - Portuguese 1101.51 (GE Foreign Language)
  - Portuguese 1102.51 (GE Foreign Language)
  - Portuguese 1103.51 (GE Foreign Language)
  - Spanish 1103.51 (GE Foreign Language)
- Following courses will be placed in limbo:
  - AAAS 3308 (GE Historical Study & GE Diversity-Global Studies)
  - AAAS 3320 (GE Historical Study & GE Diversity-Global Studies)
  - AAAS 3342H (GE Cultures and Ideas & GE Diversity-Global Studies)
  - AAAS 5485.03 (GE Diversity-Global Studies)
  - Astronomy 2161H (GE Natural Science-Physical Science; for BA only)
  - History 3021 (GE Historical Study)
  - History 3101 (GE Historical Study)
  - History 3266 (GE Historical Study)
  - History 3267 (GE Historical Study)
  - International Studies 2250H (GE Social Science-Organizations and Polities & GE Diversity-Global Studies)
  - International Studies 2500H (GE Social Science-HNER & GE Diversity-Global Studies)
  - International Studies 2800H (GE Social Science-Organizations and Polities & GE Diversity-Global Studies)
  - International Studies 4597.01H (GE Cross-Disciplinary Seminar)
  - Landscape Architecture 3597 (GE Cross-Disciplinary Seminar)
  - Political Science 4597.03 (GE Cross-Disciplinary Seminar)
  - Spanish 2200H (GE Foreign Language)
  - Spanish 2331 (GE Cultures and Ideas & GE Diversity-Global Studies)
  - Theatre 2100E (GE VPA & GE Diversity-Social Diversity in the US)
Autumn 2019:

- Arabic 3705: course number change (from 2705); no GE change (GE Literature)
- Hebrew 3120: withdrawn – GE Cultures and Ideas (previously team-taught and cross-listed with Philosophy 3120)
- Persian 3350: new – GE Social Science-Individuals and Groups & GE Diversity-Global Studies
- Persian 3704: course number change (from 2704); no GE change (GE Literature)
- Religious Studies 3678: remove from limbo – GE Diversity-Social Diversity in the US
- Russian 1103.61: course number change (from 1103.99); specify course is variable credit and online individual instruction; no GE change (GE Foreign Language)
- Slavic 2365.01: new – GE Cultures and Ideas & GE Diversity-Global Studies
- Minor revisions:
  - Agribusiness Minor (FAES)
  - Persian Minor
  - Speech and Hearing Science Minor
  - Turkish and Central Asia Studies Minor

Autumn 2020:

- Linguistics 3701E: new – GE Social Science-Individuals and Groups (cross-listed with Psychology 3371E)
- Psychology 3371E: new – GE Social Science-Individuals and Groups (cross-listed with Linguistics 3701E)